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ABSTRACT
Blockchain is a decentralized distributed network that allows Peer-to-Peer (P2P) communication among the users. As the name suggests, it deals with a group of records called blocks. We are in an era where it is important to maintain the integrity of data as well as to fasten the process of the transaction. Blockchain helps perform these by maintaining the timestamp on blocks and the time required for a transaction can be shortened by eliminating the need of the third party during the process of the transaction. Bitcoin and Smart contract are two major applications based on blockchain technology. Bitcoin is the first application that was developed on blockchain technology and is a popularly known cryptocurrency. Satoshi Nakamoto is the so-called creator of bitcoin and its development [1]. Smart contract was defined by Szabo as a "set of promises, specified in digital form, including protocols within which the parties perform on these promises [2]. This paper aims to present a detailed overview of blockchain and its applications followed by a case study on bitcoin.
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1. Introduction
The term blockchain deals with a group of records generally called as blocks [3]. Each user in the blockchain network will have the entire list, which is called as the shared ledger. Each block in the ledger contains data and hash for that data. Hash is a cryptographic technique that ensures data security, i.e., helps avoid unauthorized data access. As in a two-way linked list, each block has a logical connection to the next and previous blocks, meaning that, in each block, hash of its own block and hash of its previous block will be maintained. The first block in the shared ledger is called as genesis block or root block.

Fig. 1. Blockchain
As mentioned earlier, each user will have a shared ledger. Blockchain uses mesh topology within the group, i.e., each user will maintain a point-to-point connection to all other users in the group, which helps a P2P communication among the users within the network, as shown.
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Whenever a new block is created, it will be appended to the end of the shared ledger. Blockchain technology maintains timestamp in order to avoid tampering of data. The mainly used cryptographic algorithms are SHA-256. The main feature of SHA-256 is irrespective of the message (input block) size, and the encrypted output is 256bit length. Even small changes in input (e.g., lower case to upper case of an alphabet) change the hash generated. Along with the data, each block in the blockchain network contains the following, which is shown in Figure 2.

- Index, which is nothing but a block number.
- timestamp, which gives details of the time when a block is created.
- previous block hash and its respective hash [4].

2. Blockchain
2.1. Building a blockchain
1. Select the application (use case) for which the blockchain network has to be developed [6].
2. Select a platform (like Corda, credits, etc.) for developing blockchain
3. Create a genesis block.
4. Use hashing algorithms to generate the hash for the data
5. whenever a new transaction takes place, perform the following steps:
   - Allocate an index number
   - Calculate the hash for the data
   - Connect the block to the end of the network by pointing to the hash of the previous block.

2.2. Properties of blockchain
- Blockchain uses decentralized network configuration [5]. Therefore, at any point in time, anyone in the blockchain network can interact (in other words, perform transactions) with others without the third-party intervention.
- Another most important feature of blockchain is transparency. It is claimed that only the transactions in the network can be seen and, also, the identity of the person is kept secure. This is achieved by displaying the encrypted data instead of the person's identity.
- The data in the blockchain network is immutable. Since blockchain maintains the shared ledger, one cannot tamper the data in the network.

2.3. SHA 256
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) 256 is a family of cryptographic hash functions [7]. It is a variant of SHA 2. SHA 256 takes 32-bit word inputs and produces 256-bit output, commonly called Hash. The main advantage of SHA 256 is a small change in input changes the generated hash. Different operations involved in the algorithm are given below:
AND, XOR, ROTATION, MOD 2^32, addition, OR, SHR. The following table shows the SHA 256 output for various inputs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>SHA 256 Hash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>harika</td>
<td>6C12BDB955161113E8B04CDC20D975A8457949E0DADA8CDBEA38501AFFD4BB92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Harika</td>
<td>A9F76F9706752C980F2BC81DF6BB5A97B20F07E88DC265CD7EBFDA2D249DFB8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hai Harika</td>
<td>BE2D85BE3DA2E59A5FD12DA860190E6A593B3758D1D52D8ADC496742F275F1E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>how are you</td>
<td>72AA80BF1AC4EEF0263917C350D8941A1C3F90B3B50D1232B52E6CEDA51D5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the above table, it is understood that even a small change, i.e., Inputs 1 and 2, in the hash generated is different. In addition, from Inputs 3 and 4, it is understood that irrespective of the message, the output is always of 256bit length.

2.4. Smart contracts
Smart contract is a protocol that is designed to verify or enforce the negotiation of a contract [8]. This allows performing the transactions without involving the third party. These transactions can be tracked and are irreversible in nature., i.e., we have to properly verify the integrity of the transaction before adding it to the blockchain network. Because of smart contracts, transaction costs can be minimized.

2.5. Types of blockchain
The following are the types of blockchain:
- Public blockchain,
- Private Blockchain,
- Consortium blockchain.

Public blockchains are open in nature, i.e., any person can join the network irrespective of location, nationality, etc. It puts the full decentralized nature on display. It allows anyone to act as a user, miner, developer, etc. One of the problems of this type is its difficulty to identify whether a transaction is valid or not. Unlike Public blockchain, Private blockchain needs permissions to join a particular blockchain network. Thus, it can be mentioned that this type is somewhat centralized in nature when compared to the public blockchain.

Lastly, Consortium blockchains are of similar properties as private blockchain with minor differences. The difference is that the consortium blockchain is governed by a group rather than by a single entity [9].

3. Applications
Due to the advantages of blockchain technology, it can be applied to various fields. Therefore, we would like to list a few areas where blockchain technology can be used.

3.1. In voting system:
Election manipulation or vote rigging is a major concern in elections. Given that blockchain is decentralized, immutable, and transparent, by means of blockchain technology, one can implement a highly secured voting system. Whenever a voter gives their vote, it can be added as a block to the network. Since the blockchain network is immutable and tamper-proof, one can maintain transparency in the voting system [10].

3.2. In supply-chain management
In the supply chain, blockchain technology can be used to maintain the details of a product from its origin until it reaches the user. At each level, the information can be added as a node and saved. By doing this, it becomes easy to identify where exactly a fault occurs in the case needed. Wallmart is one of the best examples that brought transparency to the food supply chain [11] using block technology. In doing so, one can promote customer/user trust.

3.3. Internet of things (IoT)
A network where various things (devices) can communicate (transfer of information) using a set of protocols and have the ability to take action is generally called "Internet of Things" [12][13][14]. Security and scalability are the main concerns of IoT. As blockchain is using highly secured cryptographic algorithms, it is tamper-proof and, by means of blockchain technology, we can attempt to improve these aspects of IoT [15].

3.4. In agriculture
Combining IoT with blockchain, we can achieve good results in the field of agriculture. The application of sensors can get the parameters of soil and save them in the blockchain network. Since the data are transparent to the farmers, one can decide what minerals the soil is lacking; thus, instead of using powerful fertilizers, farmers can use those fertilizers that the land and crop really require.

In the case of crop yield, blockchain technology can be used for crop insurance [16],[17]. Since it
is a shared ledger and is transparent, the farmer will no longer be waiting for insurance money in case of loss due to weather-related incidents, floods, etc.

3.5. In healthcare
Record keeping is very important in the healthcare domain. There will be so many things like patient previous health data, patient lab reports, patient present situation, and what type or which medicines are prescribed for the patient in the current scenario, etc. that can be made as blocks and can be shared between the doctor and patient such that doctor-patient interactions will be improved.

Similar to record keeping, blockchain enforces the security and control of healthcare transactions. As claimed, the patient payment records can be maintained securely [18].

3.6. In logistics
Combining IoT sensors with blockchain technology, we can save the billing information, goods information, from seller endpoint to retailer. All related information will be saved in blocks and can be tied together to have a strong network.

Apart from the above-discussed applications, Blockchain can be implemented in various fields where security and transparency of data are indeed required.

4. Bitcoin: Case Study
Bitcoin is one of the most popular cryptocurrencies that was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in his whitepaper "bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic cash system". Bitcoin is the first commercial application of blockchain technology, and the term bitcoin was firstly introduced by the anonymous author Satoshi Nakamoto[19], where he defined bitcoin as an "electronic cash and the transactions can be done end to end without the involvement of a third party". Bitcoin uses a peer-to-peer communication and it is decentralized in nature. Bitcoin is widely accepted as the most popular cryptocurrency. Apart from bitcoin, there are different cryptocurrencies including Ethereum, etc.

In this case study, the focus is to discuss the security concerns about bitcoin. Even though bitcoin uses very secured cryptographic methods, numerous attacks have occurred on different aspects of bitcoin. One such attack is Double Spending, which means that one will spend the same cryptocurrency (bitcoin) in two different transactions.

On November 2013, it was discovered that the GHash.io mining pool appeared to be engaging in repeated payment fraud against BitCoin Dice, a gambling site [21][22].

There are so many forms of double spending attack and one such attack is Finney attack [23][24]. In this type of attack, the attacker will initially pre-mine the network and will try to perform the transaction with those details he obtained during private mining. It is implied that he will create two transactions – for the victim and for him; once the transaction is done, he will release the pre-mined block into the network, which then becomes invalidated. There are so many other types of attacks like Vector 76 or one-confirmation attack, > 50% hashpower or Goldfinger, fork after withholding (FAW) attack, Block withholding [25][26][27][28][29], etc.

To avoid these types of attacks, one has to wait until he/she receives validation from other users in the network. Then, only these types of attacks can be minimized. Moreover, these types of security issues in trading can be reduced if an extra security concern like getting help from a third party as in Escrow service [30] is considered. When combined with multi-

![Fig. 3. Double spending](image-url)
signature, such services can ensure better security. Furthermore, there is a privacy-related protocol called Zero-coin as proposed by Matthew D Green et al. [31] and it enhances the privacy issue (attacks on) of bitcoin. The Zero-coin is considered to be an extension to bitcoin and is designed to improve the anonymity of bitcoin transactions. Zero-coin has a coin mixing capacity which is built on the protocol [32]. In addition, there are so many cryptocurrencies in today's market, some of which include Ethereum (Ether), Mastercoin (MSC), Counterparty (XCP), Zcash, Primecoin, Litecoin, peercoin, etc. [33]. Today, there are approximately 1146 different cryptocurrencies in action [34], among which Bitcoin and Ethereum enjoy the highest popularity.

5. Conclusion
Characterized by immutability, smart contracts, and high security, Blockchain technology can be implemented in various fields. This paper presents a brief overview of blockchain properties and its applications and a case study on security aspects of bitcoin. It cannot be stressed enough that cryptocurrencies are only one of the applications of blockchain. From the case study on bitcoin, after observing so many robust features of bitcoin such as proof-of-work, there are still various security attacks occurring like simple packet sniffing to double spending. To enhance the security of bitcoin, Escrow service with multi-signature concepts should be considered. Therefore, it can be claimed that there is a wide research gap concerning bitcoin security and one can work to improve the security and privacy aspects of Bitcoin.
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